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Abstract: Digital Surface Model (DSM) derived from high resolution satellite imagery is important for various applications. GFDM is China’s first civil optical remote sensing satellite with multiple agile imaging modes and sub-meter resolution. Its panchromatic resolution is 0.5 m and 1.68 m for multi-spectral images. Compared with the onboard stereo viewing instruments (0.8 m for forward image, 0.65 m for back image, and 2.6 m for back multi-spectrum images) of GF-7, a mapping satellite of China in the same period, their accuracy is very similar. However, the accuracy of GFDM DSM has not yet been verified or fully characterized, and the detailed difference between the two has not yet been assessed either. This paper evaluates the DSM accuracy generated by GFDM and GF-7 satellite imagery using high-precision reference DSM and the observations of Ground Control Points (GCPs) as the reference data. A method to evaluate the DSM accuracy based on regional DSM errors and GCPs errors is proposed. Through the analysis of DSM subtraction, profile lines, strips detection and residuals coupling differences, the differences of DSM overall accuracy, vertical accuracy, horizontal accuracy and the strips errors between GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM are evaluated. The results show that the overall accuracy of both is close while the vertical accuracy is slightly different. When regional DSM is used as the benchmark, the GFDM DSM has a slight advantage in elevation accuracy, but there are some regular fluctuation strips with small amplitude. When GCPs are used as the reference, the elevation Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of GFDM DSM is about 0.94 m, and that of GF-7 is 0.67 m. GF-7 DSM is more accurate, but both of the errors are within 1 m. The DSM image residuals of the GF-7 are within 0.5 pixel, while the residuals of GFDM are relatively large, reaching 0.8 pixel.
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1. Introduction

High-resolution stereo mapping satellites can quickly acquire high-precision Digital Surface Model (DSM) of large areas [1–4]. DSM is a description of the basic topographic elements about the earth’s surface [5,6], which is widely used in navigation, mapping, geological disaster monitoring, natural resource investigation, and environmental monitoring [7–10]. As the basic topographic data, DSM’s accuracy also directly affects its reliability in other applications.

Since DSM for a large area of the earth was generated by SPOT satellite using stereo observation for the first time in 1986 [11], high-resolution stereo mapping satellites have been gradually increased and developed [12–15]. China’s first civilian high-resolution optical transport mapping satellite, Ziyuan-3 satellite, was Launched on 9 January 2012. It
can continuously acquire high-resolution stereo images within 84° north and south latitude. Its vertical and horizontal accuracies were better than 3 m and 4 m, respectively, and thus, it successfully realized 1:50,000 stereo mapping [2,16–18]. On 3 November 2019, China’s first civil sub-meter high resolution stereo mapping satellite optical transmission, GF-7 satellite, was launched. The panchromatic image resolution obtained by the two-line array camera onboard the satellite is 0.8 m for front image and 0.65 m for back image. The accuracy was further improved than that of Ziyuan-3 satellite data, and it successfully realized 1:10,000 stereo mapping [19].

China’s GFDM satellite, which is China’s first optical remote sensing satellite with sub-meter resolution for civilian use and multiple agile imaging modes, was successfully launched in Taiyuan on 3 July 2020. The resolution of its nadir image is higher than 0.5 m and 2 m at multispectral channels, respectively. Multi-mode imaging modes, including multi-point target imaging in the same orbit, multi-strip joint imaging in the same orbit, multi-angle imaging in the same orbit, stereo imaging in the same orbit, active push imaging along the track and active push imaging not along the track, can be switched between each other and can further meet the demands for high-precision data in various fields, such as natural resources investigation and monitoring, emergency and disaster, agricultural utilization, housing and construction monitoring, forestry protection, and so on [20].

However, as a basic topographic data, the accuracy of DSM affects its popularization and application in various fields [21–24]. Due to different imaging configurations and data processing methods, DSM generated by GFDM or GF-7 satellite images contains various errors. On the other hand, high-resolution images can indeed produce high-precision terrain DSM, but the overall and detailed DSM differences still exist even in the case of equal or little difference in accuracy. Therefore, in order to adapt to different requirements, it is necessary to evaluate the accuracy of DSM produced by GFDM.

The accuracy of data acquired by different sensors is not consistent. How to effectively evaluate DSM accuracy is a basic topic of DSM research when there are multiple DSMs coexisting. To reveal and verify the horizontal and vertical accuracies of DSM, many studies used high-precision ground observations as reference or compared the DSM with higher precision DSM or DEM [25–31]. Now, GFDM satellite data and GF-7 satellite data are gradually released and applied, and their accuracy needs to be verified and evaluated urgently. To address this issue, high precision reference DSM and ground observations by RTK are selected to evaluate and compare the accuracies of GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM, in this paper, including horizontal and vertical accuracies and differences of DSM details. The results can be the accuracy reference for GFDM and GF mapping.

The paper consists of 6 sections. Section 1 is the introduction. Section 2 briefly presents the study site and data used in this study. The method of accuracy assessment is described in Section 3. Section 4 lists the specific evaluation results and differences between GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM, including the overall differences, horizontal deviations, vertical differences, residuals differences in image space, coupling differences between image residuals and vertical errors, and the strips differences. Section 5 is the analysis of some possible reasons and impacts on the accuracy differences between the two DSM. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Data

Data used in this paper are DSM derived from GF-7 stereo images and DSM derived from GFDM satellite images and the difference DSM between the two and the reference DSM. The image information used is shown in Table 1. The reference data are DSM obtained from 20 cm aerial imagery after manual editing, and the horizontal and vertical accuracies are both better than 0.4 m. Figure 1 shows the reference DSM used in this study. Meanwhile, a large number of ground control points are used to verify and analyze image geometric calibration and DSM accuracy. There are 1356 GCPs in the coverage area of GF-7 image and 4598 GCPs used in the coverage area of GFDM images in this paper.
Figures 2 and 3, respectively, show the difference DSM distributions between GFDM DSM and reference DSM and the difference DSM distributions between GF-7 DSM and reference DSM. The triangles in the figure are the distributions of GCPs used in our experiments.

It should be noted that it is better to use same reference (reference DSM and GCPs) to perform the comparison of the two DSMs. This means that there needs to be enough overlaps between the two comparing DSMs. However, the acquisition of GFDM stereoscopic imagery requires camera maneuvering, which leads limitation in obtaining stereoscopic coverage. So far, we only obtained one pair of suitable GFDM stereo images in the range of reference data. We selected a pair of GF-7 images with almost the same acquisition time as GFDM images, adjacent to GFDM coverage area with similar ground cover. Both of the GFDM and GF-7 images were obtained in November, when there are few other surface coverings, which are suitable for elevation accuracy evaluation. The reference DSM was generated with same datasets and processing flow, and GCPs observations were obtained at the same time with the same RTK equipment. Therefore, the accuracy consistency of reference data in each area can be guaranteed. Meanwhile, the inconsistency of surface changes can be largely eliminated, for the acquisition times of GFDM and GF-7 images are almost the same. Figure 1b,c shows the imagery taken from GFDM and GF-7 satellite in both study areas. Although the regions do not overlap, the two selected areas are adjacent, and the terrain in the study region is relatively flat with similar ground cover.

Figure 1. (a) The reference Digital Surface Model (DSM) obtained from 20 cm aerial imagery in this study; (b) GFDM panchromatic imagery; (c) GF-7 panchromatic imagery.
Figure 1. (a) The reference Digital Surface Model (DSM) obtained from 20 cm aerial imagery in this study; (b) GFDM panchromatic imagery; (c) GF-7 panchromatic imagery.

Figure 2. The difference DSM distributions between GFDM DSM and reference DSM.

Figure 3. The difference DSM distributions between GF-7 DSM and reference DSM.
3. Method

Comparison with high-precision reference DSM data is a common method for DSM accuracy evaluation. DSMs derived from GF-7 and GFDM are respectively compared with the high precision reference DSM using the calculated differences after co-registration with the reference DSM within the same coverage area. According to the DSM differences obtained, the accuracy and difference of GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM are analyzed and evaluated. On the other hand, the differences between the two DSMs are extracted by GCPs measurements on the ground, and then, the object accuracy and image accuracy of GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM are evaluated. Specifically, the evaluation includes the overall differential distribution of DSM and the reference DSM, horizontal displacement deviation and elevation deviation of DSM, the differences of residuals distribution in image space, and the strip error distributions based on differential DSM. The method flow is shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Imagery data of GFDM and GF-7 used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite Name</th>
<th>Acquired Time</th>
<th>Image Resolution (m)</th>
<th>Central Latitude and Longitude</th>
<th>Observation Angle</th>
<th>Intersection Angle (degree)</th>
<th>Base-Height Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFDM</td>
<td>15 November 2020</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>E125.6_N46.2</td>
<td>~−25° (Forward)</td>
<td>52.454</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-7</td>
<td>11 November 2020</td>
<td>0.8 (Forward) 0.65 (backward)</td>
<td>E125.9_N46.1</td>
<td>~+25° (backward)</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. DSMs Generation and Co-Registration with the Reference DSM

Based on 3D terrain reconstruction from stereo images, a large number of GCPs are used to refine the rational function model of the images using block adjustment. The specific methods are described in the references and will not be repeated here [17]. In this paper, the image refinement model of affine transformation is adopted, and the error equation is

\[
\begin{align*}
F_X &= a_0 + a_1 \cdot \text{sample} + a_2 \cdot \text{line} + \text{sample} - X = 0 \\
F_Y &= b_0 + b_1 \cdot \text{sample} + b_2 \cdot \text{line} - Y = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where, \((X, Y)\) is the corresponding image measurement coordinates of GCPs; line and sample are the row and column coordinates of GCPs back-projected on the image space; \(a_i\)
and $b_i$ are coefficients of affine transformation. The flow of block adjustment using rational polynomial coefficient (RPC) [17,32] are shown in Figure 5. Then, DSM with a 2-m spatial resolution is generated through intensive matching of front and back images according to the refined RPC model. As the grid spatial resolution of reference DSM is one meter, which is higher than the 2-m spatial resolution of GFDM and GF7 DSMs, the bilinear interpolation method is used to resample the reference DSM to a 2-m grid to ensure the same resolution as the two DSMs. After that, the co-registration of the derived DSM and the reference DSM which is used as a benchmark is realized using least square correction, where the GCPs are used to establish the association between the derived DSM and the reference DSM.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 5.** The flow of block adjustment using RPC.

### 3.2. Calculation of Differences between the Derived DSMs and the Benchmark

Assuming that $DSM_1$ and $DSM_2$ are two periods of DSMs after co-registration, and $DSM_2$ is the reference DSM as the benchmark, $[X_1(x, y), Y_1(x, y), H_1(x, y)]$, $[X_2(x, y), Y_2(x, y), H_2(x, y)]$ are the 3D coordinates of a point in the same region corresponding to $DSM_1$ and $DSM_2$, where $H_1(x, y)$ and $H_2(x, y)$ are the surface elevation values; then, the elevation difference at this point between the two DSMs is

$$\Delta H(x, y) = H_1(x, y) - H_2(x, y)$$ (2)

Due to the inconsistency of data acquisition time, there is a certain time-varying difference or constant elevation difference between the two DSMs, and the difference with excessive elevation change needs to be eliminated. In this paper, outliers are removed according to the principle of 3 times standard deviation. If the difference value of one point was greater than 3 times standard deviation in the windows with $n$ elevation differences, the point is an outlier and will be removed. That is

$$\Delta H(x, y)_i > 3\delta \quad i = 1, \ldots, n$$ (3)
\[ \delta = \sqrt{\left( \Delta H(x,y)_1 - \overline{\Delta H}(x,y) \right)^2 + \ldots + \left( \Delta H(x,y)_n - \overline{\Delta H}(x,y) \right)^2} \]  

where, \( \Delta H(x,y)_i \) is the \( i \)-th elevation difference value, and \( \overline{\Delta H}(x,y) \) is the mean value of elevation difference.

3.3. Accuracy Check in Object and Image Space Using DSM Differences and GCPs

Since the different acquisition times of data, the surface has certain changes. In the comparison results between GF-7 DSM or GFDM DSM and the benchmark DSM, part of the differences is from the changes of surface itself over time, and this part leads to a larger overall error. However, the GCPs are almost set to observe at fixed points with surface unchanged, which have a more reliable reference accuracy. Therefore, ground observations from the GCPs are used as the high-precision reference data in the experimental coverage area. The coordinates and elevation values of GF-7 DSM or GFDM DSM are extracted according to the locations of GCPs, and the residuals of image space are calculated through back projection based on the extracted values. Then, according to the object observation deviations extracted from GCPs and the corresponding image residuals calculated, the accuracy of DSM in object and image space is analyzed, and the accuracy difference between GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM is compared and evaluated.

Assuming that \((x_0, y_0, H_0)\) are the 3D coordinates of one GCP obtained by the ground measurements, \((x_{gf}, y_{gf}, H_{gf})\) are the GCP’s corresponding 3D coordinates of GF-7 DSM which are calculated by the forward intersection with the refined image transformation parameters, and \((x_{gf dm}, y_{gf dm}, H_{gf dm})\) are the GCP’s corresponding 3D coordinates from GFDM DSM with the same method, and the ground measurements are used as a benchmark, the elevation differences of both DSM are, respectively,

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta H_{gf} &= H_{gf} - H_0 \\
\Delta H_{gf dm} &= H_{gf dm} - H_0
\end{align*}
\]  

The horizontal differences are

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x_{gf} &= x_{gf} - x_0, \Delta y_{gf} = y_{gf} - y_0 \\
\Delta x_{gf dm} &= x_{gf dm} - x_0, \Delta y_{gf dm} = y_{gf dm} - y_0
\end{align*}
\]  

Similarly, \((X_0, Y_0, Z_0)\) are the corresponding image coordinates of the GCP after the back projection to the image space. \((X_{gf}, Y_{gf}, Z_{gf})\) and \((X_{gf dm}, Y_{gf dm}, Z_{gf dm})\) are the corresponding image coordinates from GF-7 images and GFDM images. Then, the image residuals in \(X, Y,\) and \(Z\) three directions of GF-7 DSM are

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta X_{gf} &= X_{gf} - X_0 \\
\delta Y_{gf} &= Y_{gf} - Y_0 \\
\delta Z_{gf} &= Z_{gf} - Z_0
\end{align*}
\]  

the image residuals in \(X, Y,\) and \(Z\) three directions of GFDM DSM are

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta X_{gf dm} &= X_{gf dm} - X_0 \\
\delta Y_{gf dm} &= Y_{gf dm} - Y_0 \\
\delta Z_{gf dm} &= Z_{gf dm} - Z_0
\end{align*}
\]  

3.4. DSM Differences and Strip Errors

The attitude and position errors of satellite sensors as well as the different internal calibration methods lead to the inconsistency of DSM internal accuracy. As strips usually have certain systematic regularity or overall mutation with the normal, the strips will be more obvious after calculating the differences between the obtained DSM and the reference
DSM. Therefore, the strip locations and fluctuation amplitudes can reflect the degree of inconsistency for DSM internal accuracy so as to evaluate the difference of internal accuracy between GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM.

In this paper, the possible strips of GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM are detected by the method of wavelet decomposition and wave peak-valley detection of profiles. The strips detected are compared and analyzed to obtain the accuracy differences between the two DSMs. Wavelet decomposition of profiles can detect the overall mutation position. The specific steps are as follows: Firstly, multiple profile lines are set up in the DSM region, and the values of elevation differences along the profile lines are extracted by the vectors. Secondly, the extracted elevation differences along the profiles are filtered, and then, decomposed by wavelet, and the approximate signals and the detailed signals of the profile lines after decomposition are obtained. Then, according to the peak mutation positions of detail signals and approximate signals, the overall mutation positions existing in the original profile lines are detected and obtained. Figure 6 shows the elevation differences extracted along one profile line before and after filtering. Figure 7 is the schematic diagram of approximate signals and detail signals after wavelet decomposition of the profile line, in which the red circles represent the detected mutation locations, namely the strips boundary locations.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Profiles before and after elevation differences filtering (red circles correspond to the mutation positions detected by wavelet analysis).

The method of wave peak–valley detection for profiles has a better effect for strips with certain regular changes and can estimate the fluctuation intervals and ranges of strips. Suppose that there are \( n \) elevation sampling points along the profile line, \((d_i, h_i)\) is the \( i \)th point \((i = 1, \ldots, n)\) on the profile, \( d_i \) is the distance from the point to the starting point of the profile line, and \( h_i \) is the elevation difference extracted from this point. According to the difference between each point and adjacent points along the line, a window with length \( len \) is taken to extract the maximum elevation difference point and minimum elevation difference point in the window respectively. To avoid generating too many extreme points, the distance interval threshold \( d_5 \) and elevation difference drop threshold \( h_5 \) between adjacent extreme points are set, the extreme points with interval less than \( d_5 \) and elevation difference drop less than \( h_5 \) are removed. The maximum and minimum points retained are the peak points and valley points of the profile line, respectively.
Figure 7. Approximate signal and detail signal after wavelet decomposition along the elevation difference profile (red circles correspond to the mutation positions detected by wavelet analysis).

Let \( P_1, ..., P_m \) and \( V_1, ..., V_k \) be the reserved \( m \) peaks and \( k \) valleys, the average amplitude of peaks is \( A_m \), and the average amplitude of valleys is \( A_v \), then the elevation fluctuation range of the strip is \( [-A_v, A_m] \). Figure 8 shows the positions of the wave peaks and valleys of the profile line detected by this method, and the interval distances of the strips fluctuations is calculated according to their positions

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\text{peak}} &= \frac{|d_m - d_1|}{m - 1} \\
D_{\text{valley}} &= \frac{|d_k - d_1|}{k - 1}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 8. The positions of wave peak–valley detection for profiles. (a,b) are examples of profiles before (red lines) and after (black lines) elevation differences filtering. (c,d) are the positions of peak (red triangles) and valley (green triangles) which indicate the mutation positions of strips.
Strips positions are flanked by areas with large differences which means the DSM internal accuracy is inconsistent. The interval and amplitude of strips fluctuations reflect the differences between the DSM and the benchmark DSM and also reflect the errors during the early DSM calibrations.

4. Results

This paper extracted and compared the differences between GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM by using high-precision reference DSM and GCPs. The results include the overall differences between the two DSMs and the reference DSM, the differences of DSM horizontal displacement deviations and vertical errors, residuals differences in image space, coupling differences between vertical errors and image residuals, and differences of strip distributions.

4.1. The Overall Differences between GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM with High-Precision Reference

According to the calculation of differences in Section 3.2, GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM are respectively evaluated with the corresponding high-precision reference DSM to obtain the overall differences between them and the reference DSM. Outliers with greater than 3 times standard deviation are removed. The removed outliers are about 2.66% in GFDM DSM and 1.69% in GF-7 DSM. Most of them are located in areas with obvious boundary characteristics, such as roads or houses. In this study, these values with large errors are not involved in the statistics for accuracy evaluation.

Figure 9 shows the spatial distributions of the overall differences between the two DSMs and the benchmark before and after outliers removed. Figure 10 shows the corresponding histograms of the two DSMs. Table 2 shows the statistical results of the overall differences before and after the exclusion of outliers. It can be seen from that, after the outliers are removed, that the average of elevation differences from GF-7 DSM is about 1 m, while the average from GFDM DSM is about −0.03 m, and the latter is closer to zero. In terms of RMSE of the overall differences, the RMSE of GF-7 DSM is about 1.90 m, and that of GFDM DSM is about 1.21 m. That means the overall differences between GF-7 DSM and the reference DSM are larger than that between GFDM-7 DSM and the reference DSM.

Table 2. Statistics of the overall differences between GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSM</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before outliers</td>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>−326.67</td>
<td>140.36</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>−340.54</td>
<td>96.28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After outliers</td>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>−11.22</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>−7.26</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Cont.
Figure 9. GFDM and GF-7 difference DSMs before and after outliers were removed: (a) GFDM difference DSM before outliers were removed; (b) GFDM difference DSM after outliers were removed; (c) GF-7 difference DSM before outliers were removed; (d) GF-7 difference DSM after outliers were removed.

Figure 10. Histograms of GFDM and GF-7 difference DSMs before and after outliers were removed: (a) histogram of GFDM difference DSM before outliers were removed; (b) histogram of GFDM difference DSM after outliers were removed; (c) histogram of GF-7 difference DSM before outliers were removed; (d) histogram of GF-7 difference DSM after outliers were removed.

4.2. Differences of Horizontal Displacement Deviations and Vertical Errors

There are 1356 GCPs for GF-7 DSM and 4598 GCPs for GFDM DSM which are set up and used in the study area to evaluate the accuracy of DSM horizontal deviations and vertical errors. Table 3 is the comparative statistical results of horizontal and vertical accuracies obtained by using these GCPs for GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM. The results show that their horizontal precisions are very close for the RMSE of both horizontal deviations, these being in the range of 0.51~0.53 m. The RMSE of vertical errors for GF-7 DSM is
0.67 m while it is 0.94 m for GFDM DSM, which is slightly larger than GF-7 DSM by 0.27 m. However, both of the RMSE of vertical errors are within 1 m. Figure 11 shows the vertical errors distributions of the two DSMs based on the extraction of local results (Figure 11a,b) and the histogram comparison results of vertical errors between the two DSMs (Figure 11c). The histograms show that the mean elevation error of GFDM is closer to zero, but the holistic concentration is slightly worse than that of GF-7 DSM.

**Table 3.** Comparative statistics of horizontal and vertical accuracies of GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM using GCPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCPs</th>
<th>DSM (Unit: m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal-X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>−1.78</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>−0.0017</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>−2.56</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>−0.0007</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal-Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>−2.00</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>−0.0012</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>−1.89</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>−0.0006</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>−2.36</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>−4.10</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.** Histograms of (a) GF-7 DSM differences; (b) GFDM DSM differences; and (c) GF-7 DSM differences and GFDM DSM differences comparison based on ground observations.
4.3. Residuals Differences in Image Space

Figure 12 shows the distributions of image residuals for these GCPs used in GF-7 and GFDM DSM. Figure 12a–c shows the residuals in the X, Y and Z directions, respectively, and Figure 12d shows the distribution of the overall image residuals. The detailed statistical results are shown in Table 4. From the results, the accuracy of image space is similar to that of object space. The image residuals of GF-7 DSM are all within 0.5 pixels, and the effect of zero concentration is slightly better than that of GFDM DSM. The image residuals in the X and Y directions are very close for both GF-7 and GFDM DSM. However, their residuals in the Z direction differ greatly because the RMSE of residuals in the Z direction of GFDM DSM is 0.80 pixel, lower than that of GF-7 DSM, which the RMSE is 0.47 pixel.

Table 4. Image residuals statistics of GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM based on GCPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCPs Image Coordinates DSM (Unit: m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in X</td>
<td>−1.53</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in Y</td>
<td>−1.87</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>−0.0002</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in Z</td>
<td>−1.24</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in X</td>
<td>−1.61</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in Y</td>
<td>−2.32</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in Z</td>
<td>−2.28</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Comparison of image residuals for GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM based on GCPs: (a) image residuals in X; (b) image residuals in Y; (c) image residuals in Z; (d) all image residuals.

Since the images of GF-7 and GFDM satellites acquired are linear array images, the image residuals are also different under different viewing angles. Figure 13 shows the comparison of image residuals for GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM, especially the differences from forward and backward images. Figure 13a shows the image residuals distribution of the forward-backward images of GF-7 DSM, and the residuals distribution of backward imagery is superior to that of forward imagery. Figure 13b shows the image residuals distribution of the forward-nadir-backward images of GFDM DSM. The residuals accuracy
of the nadir image is better than both those of forward and backward images. In addition, consistent with GF-7 DSM, the residuals distribution of GFDM backward imagery is worse than that of forward imagery. Figure 13c,d, respectively, show the residual comparison of forward images and backward images for the two DSMs. According to the comparison results, the forward image residuals accuracy of GFDM DSM is slightly better than that of GF-7 DSM, while the backward image accuracy of GF-7 DSM is better than that of GFDM DSM. Considering the viewing angles of GFDM and GF-7 forward images, the observation Angle is −26 degrees, and the other is −25 degrees. Therefore, their forward accuracy is basically consistent. However, the viewing angles are +25 degrees and +5 degrees for GFDM and GF-7 backward images, respectively, this leads the differences in the backward image accuracy. On the whole, the residuals distribution in image space of GF-7 DSM is better than that of GFDM DSM.

Figure 13. Comparison of image residuals distributions with different views for GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM: (a) distributions of GF-7 forward, backward, and all image residuals; (b) distributions of GFDM forward, backward, nadir, and all image residuals; (c) comparison of GFDM and GF-7 forward image residuals; (d) comparison of GFDM and GF-7 backward image residuals.
Table 4. Image residuals statistics of GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM based on GCPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCPs Image Coords</th>
<th>DSM (Unit: m)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>RMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in X</td>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in Y</td>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>-1.87</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image residuals in Z</td>
<td>GF-7 DSM</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFDM DSM</td>
<td>-2.28</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Coupling Differences between Image Residuals and Vertical Errors

According to the results in Tables 3 and 4, there is little difference for the image residuals in the X and Y directions between GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM, and the distributions between the image residuals and the vertical errors are very similar. In order to further clarify the correlation between the image residuals and the vertical errors, Figures 14 and 15, respectively, show the comparative relationship between image residuals and vertical errors in the three directions for GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM. The figures show that most values in X and Y directions are near zero, and the relationship between image residuals and vertical errors is not obvious in X and Y directions for the two DSMs, which is similar to the result in Figure 12. However, being different from X and Y directions, the distributions of Z-direction residuals and vertical errors show some linear correlation. A linear regression model is used to fit the residuals in the Z-direction and vertical errors in GF-7 DSM, and the result is

$$\delta_Z = 0.45\Delta_h - 0.017$$

(10)

where $\delta_Z$ is the Z-direction residual, $\Delta_h$ is the elevation error of GCP; the linear model fitting determination coefficient $R^2$ is about 0.9338, and the value of RMSE is about 0.12. The linear model of Z-direction residuals and vertical errors of GFDM DSM in the Z direction is

$$\delta_Z = 0.80\Delta_h + 0.15$$

(11)

The fitting determination coefficient $R^2$ is about 0.9331, and the value of RMSE is about 0.20. The fitting results are shown in Figure 16a,b. It can be seen from the results that there is a certain linear relationship between the image residuals in the Z direction and the vertical errors. The fitting RMSE in GF-7 DSM is smaller than that in GFDM DSM, indicating that the linear relationship between the image residuals and vertical errors in GF-7 DSM is more regular than that in GFDM DSM.

![Figure 14. The relationship between image residuals and object elevation differences for GF-7 DSM.](image-url)
Because the striping phenomenon of GF-7 DSM (Figure 17a) is almost eliminated after the calibration. In order to test the possible striping characteristics of GF-7 DSM, the DSM, before complete calibration, conduct strip detection. Figure 17 shows the strip position points of GF-7 DSM detected by 4 cross-track profiles (the black lines in Figure 17) using wavelet decomposition method of residuals and wave peak-valley detection of profiles, respectively. From its distribution, all the mutation strips are detected, and these peak mutation points in cross-track are all at the edges of the strips, which is consistent with the DSM display visually. Because the strip changes irregularly, the strip positions detected by the wavelet decomposition method of profiles are more accurate than that by wave peak-valley detection. According to the detection results, at the edges of the strips, the elevation varies abruptly, and the amplitude of elevation differences is close to 5 m. The widths of strips are not uniform, and the average interval of the strips is about 0.0385°, about 4 km. Figure 18 shows the elevation differences along the profile before and after calibration for GF-7 DSM. It indicates that the striping phenomenon of GF-7 DSM (Figure 17a) is almost eliminated after the calibration.

Figure 15. The relationship between image residuals and object elevation differences for GFDM DSM.

Figure 16. Fitting results of residuals and elevation differences in the Z direction for (a) GF-7 DSM and (b) GFDM DSM.

4.5. The Strips Distributions and Differences between GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM

According to the strip’s detection described in Section 3.4, the strips which may possibly be in GF-7 DSM and GFDM DSM are detected and compared. From the display effects of the two DSMs in Figure 9, GF-7 DSM presents almost no obvious striping. In order to test the possible striping characteristics of GF-7 DSM, the DSM, before complete calibration, conduct strip detection. Figure 17 shows the strip position points of GF-7 DSM detected by 4 cross-track profiles (the black lines in Figure 17) using wavelet decomposition and wave peak-valley detection of profiles, respectively. From its distribution, all the mutation strips are detected, and these peak mutation points in cross-track are all at the edges of the strips, which is consistent with the DSM display visually. Because the strip changes irregularly, the strip positions detected by the wavelet decomposition method of profiles are more accurate than that by wave peak-valley detection. According to the detection results, at the edges of the strips, the elevation varies abruptly, and the amplitude of elevation differences is close to 5 m. The widths of strips are not uniform, and the average interval of the strips is about 0.0385°, about 4 km. Figure 18 shows the elevation differences along the profile before and after calibration for GF-7 DSM. It indicates that the striping phenomenon of GF-7 DSM (Figure 17a) is almost eliminated after the calibration.
Figure 17. Strip locations detected by (a) wavelet decomposition and (b) wave peak-valley detection (based on GF-7 DSM without calibration effectively).

Figure 18. The profiles of the northernmost line (a) without calibration effectively and (b) with effective calibration for GF-7 DSM. The red circles mark the locations of strips mutations.

Compared with the irregularity of the strips or the disappearance after the calibration of GF-7 DSM, the strips in GFDM DSM are relatively regular (the pale-yellow diagonal strips in Figure 9), showing almost equally spaced strips. In this study, 9 profile lines (as shown in Figure 19) are used, and the elevation differences along profiles are extracted. Figure 20 shows the elevation difference profiles of 4 of them. It can be seen from the figures that the vertical errors along the profile fluctuate, but they show obvious regular sinusoidal wave fluctuation after smoothing as shown with the red curves in Figure 19. According to the statistics of peak and valley points fitted along the profiles, the strip fluctuation interval of GFDM DSM is about 2400 m, and the amplitude range is between 0.33 and 0.64 m.
5. Discussion

5.1. The Factors of Accuracy Differences between the Two DSMs

GFDM DSM is very close to GF-7 DSM in accuracy. In terms of the overall difference between it and the reference DSM, the elevation accuracy of GF-7 DSM (1.90 m) is lower than that of DSM (1.21 m). However, the elevation accuracy evaluated by GCPs observation is opposite, and the elevation accuracy of GF-7 DSM (0.67 m) is better than that of GFDM DSM (0.94 m). On the whole, the accuracy deviation between the two DSMs is small. The factors of close accuracy differences between the two DSMs may include the following. The resolution of GFDM satellite imagery is slightly higher than that of GF-7 satellite, and the
intersection angle of GFDM satellite is 52.454°, which is larger than that of GF-7 satellite (33.8°). At the same time, the base-height ratio of GFDM satellite (0.985) is slightly higher than that of GF-7 satellite (0.608). Theoretically, these advantage factors would make the DSM generated by GFDM satellite imagery more accurate than that of GF-7 DSM. However, due to the unstable attitudes of GFDM satellite, its accuracy relatively decreases, so there is not much difference between the overall accuracy of GF-7 DSM and that of GFDM DSM in the study area.

In addition to the above differences between the two DSMs when different reference data are used for evaluation, there are also great differences in the details of the two DSMs. According to the relationship between image residuals and vertical errors in Section 4.4, the fitting residuals of image residuals and vertical errors in GF-7 DSM are lower than those in GFDM DSM. To some extent, it also indicates that the errors caused by various factors in GF-7 DSM are more systematic and regular in the process of calibration, while the errors in GFDM DSM are more complex.

5.2. The Influence of GCPs on the Accuracy Differences

According to the distribution of GCPs shown in Figure 21, the locations of GCPs used in GF-7 DSM are more evenly distributed. On the other hand, although there are more ground points used in GFDM DSM, most points are located in the boundary or concentrated in a certain region in the middle of the test area. Moreover, according to the values of GCPs errors, the RMSE of these ground points is relatively higher than that of the whole GCPs. These factors also lead to that the elevation accuracy of GFDM DSM calculated by GCPs being lower than that of GF-7 DSM. However, the accuracy of GDM DSM is slightly better when the whole high-precision DSM within a large area is taken as the reference benchmark. Considering that there are certain surface changes in the study area, the evaluation based on GCPs is more convincing and reliable.

![Figure 21](image)

**Figure 21.** Distribution and elevation differences of GCPs of (a) GF-7 DSM and (b) GFDM DSM in the study area.

5.3. The Influence of Data Processing on the Accuracy Differences

Bilinear interpolation is used to resample the reference DSM with 1-m grid to 2-m grid to ensure the same resolution as the two DSMs during the comparison. To clear the impact of interpolation on accuracy, elevation values in original reference DSM (1-m grid) and resampled DSM (2-m grid) are extracted using discrete GCPs points, respectively; then, both of the values are compared to the observations obtained by GCPs. Figure 22 shows the elevation differences between the resampled DSM and original DSM using 1356 extracted points. The average difference between the two is 0.00001 m, and RMSE is about 0.0019 m.
That means the errors caused by interpolation can be negligible when compared with the accuracy of GFDM and GF-7 DSM.

![Figure 22](image)

**Figure 22.** The elevation differences between the resampled reference DSM and the original reference DSM.

Outliers can be caused by a variety of factors, including surface changes, satellite positions and attitudes, and data processing methods. The instants of acquisition of the two DSMs in investigation, the reference DSM and the GCPs, are different, which would lead to some outlier causing by surface changes. This is also the main reason for removing outliers. In the comparison of the two DSMs, the reference DSM used is consistent for the same acquisition time and data process, and the same for GCPs. The acquisition times of GFDM and GF-7 images are almost the same, which can also ensure the consistent surface changes. Figure 23 shows the outliers distribution in GFDM difference DSM and GF-7 difference DSM. Figure 23c,d displays the locations of outliers more clearly after image binarization. Most of them are located in the areas with obvious boundary characteristics, such as roads or houses. Although the regions do not overlap completely, the inconsistency of surface changes can be largely eliminated according to the method described in Section 3.2. In this study, outliers are not involved in the accuracy evaluation. However, in subsequent studies, data with complete overlapping region and overlapping time may be better for the elimination of inconsistent surface changes. The discrepancy of imaging attitudes and positions and different calibrations will lead to different accuracies of DSMs. Inconsistent accuracy of calibration results in inconsistent errors distribution for DSM and also serious striping phenomenon. As shown in Figure 17, the strips in GF-7 DSM without effective calibration are very obvious, and the differences between strip and strip are large. However, there are abrupt changes at the strip edges; the internal accuracy in each strip is consistent, and the adjusted DSM with effective calibration has almost no strips. There are still striping phenomena in GFDM DSM after the calibration (Figure 19), which means that there are still certain errors in the DSM. This can also be seen from the small peak to the right of the main peak in the vertical errors histogram in Figure 10. Considering that the fluctuation amplitude of strips in GFDM DSM is small, and the strips fluctuate regularly, frequency filtering can be adopted to remove the strips. Figure 24 shows the removal effect after frequency blocking filtering. This also means that the calibration in the front-end can still be improved for DSM, or if it is insufficient, the later strips filtering can also improve the DSM effect.
Figure 23. Outliers in the two DSM: (a) outliers in GFDM difference DSM; (b) outliers in GF-7 difference DSM; (c) outliers locations in GFDM difference DSM; (d) outliers locations in GF-7 difference DSM.

Figure 24. Cont.
6. Conclusions

Using high-precision DSM and GCPs’ observations as the reference, DSM global accuracy, horizontal and elevation accuracy, the relationship of image residuals and vertical errors, and DSM strips are compared and evaluated between the two DSMs derived from GF-7 satellite imagery and GFDM satellite imagery, in this paper. The overall accuracy of the two is close; especially, the difference in horizontal accuracy is small. The elevation accuracy is slightly different when adopting a different reference terrain. If regional high-precision DSM is taken as the reference terrain, GFDM DSM has a slight advantage in elevation accuracy, but there are regular fluctuation strips with small amplitudes. Under the condition of scattered GCPs being the reference, GF-7 DSM has better elevation accuracy than GFDM DSM, but the elevation errors of both are within 1 m. The image residuals in three directions of GF-7 DSM are all within 0.5 pixels, while the image residuals in Z-direction of GFDM DSM are the relative maximum, reaching 0.8 pixels. DSM accuracy is closely linked to sensors, attitudes, position, different calibrations, and the ground environment. This paper only makes the analysis and assessment for GFDM DSM and GF-7 DSM in one study area. In the future work, different calibration methods and more study area will be considered and validated for the accuracy of GFDM products.
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